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1. Background , 1992
projected images with synchronized audio n
2. Lapsus Exposure, 1993
projected images with synchronized audio n
, 1994
3. /NITIALS
projected images with synchronized audio n
Part III:
December 29March 12, 1995

Note : Durations are approximate.

1. La Tache Aveugle, 1979-90
projected black-and-white images ; continuou
2. Seeing for Oneself, 1987-88
projected black-and-white images with synch
40 minutes
3. IN I Tl AL S, 1994
projected images with synchronized audio na

1. Charon (MIT Project), 1989
projected images with synchronized audio na
2. Slide Piece, 1972-73
repeated single-slide projection with synchro
continuous projection
, 1994
3. /NITIALS
projected images with synchronized audio na

Projected Images: 1972-/994
A three-part series : April 14, 1994-March 1

2
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Part II :
September 14December 23, 1994

Part I:
April 14June 19, 1994
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the svelte voice of the commentator, whose ver
those of an earnest sales representative, seem b
tive humor with which Coleman has approache

to key issues in Coleman's oeuvre of the past twenty-odd years. In each work sound and
image interface somewhat differently as Coleman explores what has been defined as "the
relationship between the identities of the subject and image as they are mutually conditioned or 'caused' through time."'

adduced, and seeing is conditioned by the soci

Coleman's oeuvre, have been linked retrospecti

ofenquiry.

recording studio, and rooms adjacent to the ope
condition and govern interpretation . For, tabula
as well as the gaze have now assumed seminal

quently, there is never an attempt to disguise the mechanisms of projection: the equipment
is always straightforwardly presented in the viewer's space). Charon (MIT Project), in
particular , makes this evident since in each of its sequences of fourteen brief, but diverse,

imagery of protagonists arranging and aligning
The three sites in which the tableaus unfold-a

engagement with the medium itself and with its role in shaping apprehension. (Conse-

photo shoot. The accompanying texts, however

focus has widened considerably in recent years to incorporate a concern with the way the
subject is de- and reconstructed in the act of viewing. Constant in his evolution is an

described at their most immediate visual level

Although this reflexive component continues to inform Coleman's subsequent work, his

approximately the same duration and similarly

Background, Lapsus Exposure, and INITIALS,

viewing itself becomes the subject of the work; the interpretive responses are the objects

exclusion as well as subjective estimates of significance and value, is that the process of

dramatizes ways in which perception and inter

Coleman asked to respond objectively to the scene as a purely retinal image. One

takes several hours to unfold. Through its inex

view was determined by the preoccupations of its individual analyst each of whom
consequence of their varying responses, the result of differing practices of inclusion and

immunity and is about to become visible once
individual frames then transferred into a slide

descriptions takes priority or gains preeminence over previous examples. Every point of

Invisible Man. Marking the very moment when

changes, to an identical image of the scene accompanied, this time, by a quite differently
based analysis intoned, nonetheless, by the same narrator . No single one of the ensuing

separated and distinguished is in part the quest
work takes as its starting point a half-second se

elaborate, almost painstaking description of the photograph concludes as the slide

Whether what was actually perceived and what

the scene which is projected on the scale of a large painting or small cinema screen . His

accompanied by a recorded audio track. An authoritative, equable male voice analyzes

square in Milan shot soon after dawn-

own enunciations ." 2

the beginning of the 1970s when his art first matured . It is comprised of an image of an
ordinary, even prosaic, urban setting-a

structures of knowledge but through the disjun

Slide-Piece, the earliest work in the exhibition, typifies much in Coleman's practice at

as Jean Fisher astutely notes, "meaning is to be

photography are frayed by the conflicting, com
attitudes encapsulated here. The principal coun

concentrates exclusively on that medium in order to provide an introduction and overview

The edges of these typical convictions and cert

marketing, or promotion . A primary vehicle in

testament to truth . A fiction and construct pres

slide projections, has become his preferred format. "Projected Images : 1972-1994 "

theater. And though he continues to employ these art forms, photography, in the guise of

video, and photography-and

vignettes explore just some of the many roles i
contemporary society . A dispassionate eye . A

social contract. Both that which is seen (hence, representation) and the act of seeing have
long been central preoccupations for Irish artist James Coleman. In the early 1970s he
abandoned painting in favor of reproductive media-film,

episodes, photography is the ostensible subject

COLEMAN

The act of seeing is an act of interpretation: it is at once reflexive and conditioned by the

Projected Images: 1972-1994
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